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45%
of all stroke survivors feel abandoned when they leave hospital

"They have saved his life and brought him back 
from the brink and then left him there, in effect 

giving up on him. As though he should be grateful 
to just be alive with no quality of life"

Lessons from stroke recovery research
Patients feel abandoned
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Why the pessimism?



1. Stroke is a chronic and progressive disease
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Key Points
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How do we do better?
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A framework for recovery after stroke
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2. Recovery = input-output relationship modulated by states

Restitution = Behaviour x Representation x Plasticity
Krakauer & Carmichael
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Clinical Trials 

Who?

How much?

What?

When?
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What do we still need to know?
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Early post-stroke care
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JAMA. 2016;315(6):571-58130 hrs
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✗
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Clinical trials of  upper limb rehabilitation

PRAGMATIC

300 hrs

+9-11 on FM-UL
ASPIRATIONAL

✓

300 hrs

24 hrs



30 mins (usual) 

100 mins (enhanced)
+ 240%
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How much more is better?

J Physiotherapy 2016;62(4):182-7



4. We don’t give enough rehabilitation to know what is possible
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Key Points

…. in real life and certainly not in clinical trials



Clinical Trials 

Who?

How much?

What?

When?
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What do we still need to know?
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A menu of  upper limb interventions



RTT ROBOTICS

“….significant but small improvements in motor
control (~2 points FMUE) …..

“…. there is low-quality evidence that RTT
improves arm and hand function … for up to six
months but not after……”
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Repetitive task training



Most important components of CIMT 
• shaping
• repetitive exercises
• instructions for behavioural change
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Constraint-induced movement therapy

No evidence for the efficacy 
of constraint alone



JAMA. 2016;315(6):571-581

• impairment focused 
• task specific
• intense
• engaging
• collaborative 
• self-directed
• patient centred

‘Motor Learning’ training
• isolated joint movement
• motor task components 
• Whole arm/hand functionally 

meaningful tasks 

30 hours – no difference 300 hours – +9-11 on FMUL
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Moving towards a ‘complex’ intervention

Structured, task-oriented upper extremity motor training



Intensive upper limb neurorehabilitation in chronic stroke: outcomes
from the Queen Square programme, Nick S Ward, Fran Brander, Kate Kelly

Ward et al. 2019;90:498-506 – free to access
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Queen Square Upper Limb Neurorehabilitation Programme



Median FM-UL       26 pts              34 pts            35 pts             37 pts

modified FM-UL (max 54) 
N = 224

Median ARAT         18 pts              25 pts             26 pts             27 pts

ARAT (max 57)
N = 224
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Queen Square Upper Limb Neurorehabilitation Programme

Ward et al. 2019;90:498-506 – free to access
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Going beyond the ‘plateau’
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What are the active ingredients?



COACHING
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What are the active ingredients?
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How useful is menu of  upper limb interventions?



SPECIALIST KNOWLEDGE

INDIVIDUALISED GOALS

DOSE, INTENSITY, 
PRACTICE

• Increase time on task? – increased dose delivery?

• Add task variety? – do improvements generalise?

• Adds reward? – increasing gain and retention of skill learning?
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The role of  technology



5. Rehabilitation is a complex intervention and 
should be studied as such (MRC Framework) 
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Key Points
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Fine-grained behavioural outcomes - Kinematics
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α5IA

Targets α5 subunit of extrasynaptic 
GABAA receptor to reverse early (weeks) 
post-stroke tonic inhibition

Trials in early human stroke …..?

Reopens critical period plasticity in 
adult brain through 
- reducing GABAergic inhibition
- increased BDNF expression

Clinical trials - FLAME / FOCUS / 
AFFINITY / EFFECT

Fluoxetine 

GABA inhibition

Axonal sprouting
Increased recovery

Enhanced LTP
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Early post-stroke plasticity mechanisms



NS Ward Nat Rev Neurol, 2017;13:244-255

Increased potential

Decreased potential

A biomarker …..

“is an indicator of disease state that is clinically useful as a 
substitute measure, reflecting underlying molecular/cellular 
events that are difficult to measure directly (in humans)” 
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Early post-stroke plasticity mechanisms



• Stroke patients do worse if they have: increased low-frequency oscillations 

less beta-rebound after tactile finger stimulation 

• Single stroke patient - reversing increased peri-lesional beta oscillations led to clinical improvement

“…the spectral characteristics of MEG 
recordings provide a window onto plasticity 

mechanisms important for recovery”
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Biomarkers of  post-stroke plasticity



6. Stroke induces early critical period plasticity which 
might be re-opened using drugs/NIBS/EE

Note – plasticity does not disappear ! 
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Key Points
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1. Stroke is a chronic and progressive disease

2. Rehabilitation = input-output relationship modulated by states

3. Rehabilitation does not treat ‘stroke’

4. We don’t give enough rehabilitation to know what is possible

5. Rehabilitation is a complex intervention

6. Modifying brain states may enhance effect of input, but is not a 
treatment on its own
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Key Points
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